Media Start List

Women's Four

FRI 12 JUL 2019

Race 23

REVISED 12 JUL 14:07

Start Time: 16:11

5

(Women's Four)

Start Order: 1

Ctry Code: DEN

Name: JACOBSEN Ida
Date of Birth: 01 MAR 1995

Name: SANGGAARD NIELSEN Frida
Date of Birth: 01 DEC 1998

Name: RASMUSSEN Hedvig
Date of Birth: 22 DEC 1993

Name: JOHANSEN Christina
Date of Birth: 17 JUL 1992

5

Ctry Code: ROU

Name: VRINCEANU Ioana
Date of Birth: 07 MAR 1994

Name: BEJINARIU Viviana-luliana
Date of Birth: 01 JAN 1994

Name: BERES Madalina
Date of Birth: 03 JUL 1993

Name: TILVESCU Denisa
Date of Birth: 13 AUG 1996

5

Ctry Code: POL

Name: WIERZBOWSKA Maria
Date of Birth: 13 FEB 1995

Name: CHABEL Monika
Date of Birth: 10 MAY 1992

Name: MICHALKIEWICZ Olga
Date of Birth: 26 JUL 1994

Name: DITTMANN Joanna
Date of Birth: 09 FEB 1992

5

Ctry Code: CAN1

Name: ROMAN Lisa
Date of Birth: 17 SEP 1989

Name: PAYNE Sydney
Date of Birth: 16 SEP 1997

Name: HARE Nicole
Date of Birth: 26 JUL 1994

Name: JANSENENS Hillary
Date of Birth: 21 JUL 1994

5

Ctry Code: CRO

Name: JURKOVIC Ivana
Date of Birth: 13 OCT 1999

Name: MILOSEVIC Marcela
Date of Birth: 13 NOV 1990

Name: MILINOVIC Bruna
Date of Birth: 29 JAN 1999

Name: JURKOVIC Josipa
Date of Birth: 13 OCT 1999

5

Ctry Code: CAN2

Name: ROSTS Morgan
Date of Birth: 04 SEP 1996

Name: NESBITT Colleen
Date of Birth: 31 MAR 1992

Name: LEFSRUD Karen
Date of Birth: 20 APR 1995

Name: BAUER Kristin
Date of Birth: 10 AUG 1989

Progression System: 1 to Final A, Remaining Crews to Repechage (1->FA, 2..->R)

Legend:

b bow
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s stroke
H Heat
R Repechage
F Final
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